Corticosteroid cross-reactivity: clinical and molecular modelling tools.
Corticosteroids have been classified into following four cross-reacting groups in function of their contact-allergenic properties: A, B, C and D, the last subdivided into D1 and D2. Recent data indicate that C(16)-methylated and nonmethylated molecules need to be distinguished, the latter selectively binding with arginine to form stable cyclic adducts and producing considerably more positive reactions than the former. This study compares molecular modelling and patch-test results to determine cross-reactivity patterns. The patch-test results obtained with 66 corticosteroid molecules in 315 previously sensitized subjects were analysed and correlated with modelling and clustering in function of the electrostatic and steric fields of these molecules. The classification obtained after in silico hydrolysis of C(21) and C(17) esters was selected with an optimal cut into three clusters: the patients who reacted positively to cluster 2 (halogenated molecules from group B, with C(16)/C(17) cis ketal or diol structure) and cluster 3 (halogenated molecules from groups C and D1, C(16)-methylated) also reacted to cluster 1 (molecules mostly from groups A and D2, without C(16)-methyl substitution or halogenation and budesonide). The reverse, however, was not the case. Two patient profiles with probably different areas of immune recognition are identified as follows: the profile 1 patients were allergic to the frequently positively reacting cluster 1 only, for whom electrostatic fields (molecular charge) seem important; the profile 2 patients reacted to clusters 1 and 2 and/or 3, for whom steric fields (structure) are determinant and who probably presented a global recognition of the corticosteroid skeleton. A modified classification is thus proposed.